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Purpose
The objective of the INPAGF_Launcher.DLL User's Guide is to provide documentation of the capabilities of the dynamically linked library (DLL) software as well as document the code used to create the application. The features of the DLL as well as required input and output information will be presented. An example model is included in Appendix A and should be used as an aide to using the INPAGF_Launcher DLL. 
Software Identification
NOTICE:
For five (5) years from June 1, 2007, the United States Government is granted for itself and others acting on its behalf a paid-up, nonexclusive, irrevocable worldwide license for this data to reproduce, prepare derivative works, and perform publicly and display publicly, by or on behalf of the Government. There is provision for the possible extension of the term of this license. Subsequent to that period or any extension granted, the United States Government is granted for itself and others action on its behalf a paid-up, nonexclusive, irrevocable worldwide license for this data to reproduce, prepare derivative works, and perform publicly and display publicly, and to permit others to do so. The specific term of the license can be identified by inquiry made to Sandia Corporation or DOE.
NEITHER THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, NOR THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, NOR SANDIA CORPORATION, NOR ANY OF THEIR EMPLOYEES, MAKES ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OR ASSUMES ANY LEGAL LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, OR USEFULNESS OF ANY INFORMATION, APPARATUS, PRODUCT, OR PROCESS DISCLOSED, OR REPRESENTS THAT ITS USE WOULD NOT INFRINGE PRIVATELY OWNED RIGHTS.
Any licensee of this software has the obligation and responsibility to abide by the applicable export control laws, regulations, and general prohibitions relating to the export of technical data. Failure to obtain and export control license or other authority from the Government may result in criminal liability under U.S. Laws.
( 
How to Use this Software
This software is called from a GoldSim™ model file. It is simply placed in a directory accessible to the GoldSim™ model file. Execution control of the DLL is provided by the GoldSim™ software (GoldSim Technology Group LLC, 2006, Appendix C). It is assumed the user has a basic proficiency with GoldSim™ and the necessary understanding of the features of the GoldSim™ code to operate this DLL. The GoldSim™ model file itself should be considered as part of the model documentation. In addition, a user must understand the features of the INPAG-F software (Zhou, 2001) .
Since this software is a DLL, there is little direct interaction required between the user and the software. The GoldSim™ model file supplies the 11 data input blocks necessary for creating an 
Input Specification
The inputs to the INPAGF_Launcher DLL come either from the "RN.DAT" file or from the in() array passed by a GoldSim™ model. The values passed to the DLL via the in() array can be single values or arrays of data. Table 1 lists the input array in() expected by the DLL.
The input values may be constants or stochastics that will be sampled once per realization during a probabilistic simulation. 
INPAGF_Launcher Input Array: in( )
Figure 2 : External DLL Element in GoldSim™ linking in( ) array to INPAGF_Launcher DLL
The input array [in()] is defined in GoldSim™ and must contain all of the elements listed in the "in ( ) Array" defined in Table 1 . The array includes all of the input parameters required for both versions of INPAG-F. The first three elements in the array include a parameter that identifies the version of INPAG-F which is to be run, the realization number, and the number of radionuclides in the simulation. The remaining elements in the array make up the input parameter values for each of the 10 input blocks required for INPAG-F input file. Figure 3 illustrates the eleven INPAG-F input blocks as defined in the example GoldSim™ input file. Each container in the example GoldSim™ file (shown in Figure 3 ), contains the input parameters listed in Table 1 . The input blocks and parameters are listed in Table 1 in the order that the DLL expects to receive them. The DLL accepts a value between 0 and 1 for the version of INPAG-F (0=INPAGF.EXE, 1=INPAGFL.EXE). It is important to note that two of the input parameters shown in Table 1 are vectors and include a number of elements equal to the number of radionuclide species. Thus, the total size of the input array will change with the number of radionuclides defined in the simulation. 
INPAGF_Launcher RN.DAT Input File
The INPAGF_Launcher DLL needs to read a file called "RN.DAT". The RN.DAT file is a simple text file that contains a list of the radionuclides included in the simulation. GoldSim™ cannot pass text STRINGS and therefore the radionuclide labels are needed for the DLL to write the INPAG-F input file. Figure 4 shows an example of a RN.DAT file that contains 40 radionuclide species and 6 stable isotope species. The RN.DAT file should list the radionuclides in the same order and format (excluding the half life) as the DECAYS input block required by INPAG-F. The RN.DAT input file must be defined in the order shown in Figure 4 . The first value is the total number of radionuclides. The DLL uses this value to check that the in() array passed by GoldSim™ is the correct size. The second number lists the number of stable isotope 
Version of INPAG-F compatible with INPAGF_Launcher
The INPAGF_Launcher DLL is capable of executing with two versions of INPAG-F. The two versions are listed in Table 2 . 
INPAGF_Launcher Input Subroutines
The INPAGF_Launcher DLL is executed using a series of calls to subroutines. 
Output Specification
The outputs from the INPAGF_Launcher DLL come from the output flux file created after INPAG-F has successfully completed. The DLL reads the values from the INPAG-F output file and loads them into the out() array which comprises a single array of values that is passed to GoldSim.exe at the end of each INPAG-F model run. Table 3 lists the output array out() passed by the DLL to the GoldSim.exe. The output values will be passed to GoldSim.exe once per realization during a probabilistic simulation.
INPAGF_Launcher Output Array: out()
An out() array needs to be defined in the GoldSim™ model file to accept the out() array passed to the INPAGF_Launcher DLL during execution of the code. Figure 5 shows an example DLL External Element (GoldSim User's Guide, GoldSim, 2006) , which is used in the GoldSim™ model file to define a link between the GoldSim.exe and a DLL. The external DLL element requires a 2-D table element to be defined. The INPAGF_Launcher DLL passes the total radionuclide flux from INPAG-F.
Out() Array Defined in Table 3 DLL LAUNCH_INPAGF
Figure 5: External DLL Element in GoldSim™ linking out() array to INPAGF_Launcher DLL
The output blocks and values are listed in Table 3 in the order that the GoldSim.exe and External DLL element expects to receive them. The GoldSim.exe calls the METHOD and reads the entire out() array at each call. The out() array is over written for each METHOD call. Refer to the GoldSim Users Manual Appendix C (p. 534, GoldSim Technology Group LLC, 2006) for further details on linking DLLs with the GoldSim.exe. 
Output Files Read by INPAGF_Launcher DLL
The INPAGF_Launcher DLL reads the concentration output created by INPAG-F. Table 4 lists the INPAG-F output file by INPAG-F version. 
INPAGF_Launcher Output Subroutines
The INPAGF_Launcher DLL reads the INPAG-F output file using a series of calls to subroutines. The first call is to execute the specified version of the INPAGF.exe for the input file generated by the DLL (see Section 2.3 for Input Specifications). Next the output file is read and the data is passed back to the GoldSim.exe. The order of operations are listed below:
1. SYSTEM 2. Read INPAG-F Output files 3. Load out() array 4. Pass out() array to GoldSim.exe 5. Clean-up and exit
The DLL reads the values contained in the output file created by INPAG-F. The source code is included in the attached CD ROM, as listed in Appendix A.
Data Files
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 describe the format of the RN.dat input file and the required output data file as dictated by the versions of INPAG-F. The INPAGF_Launcher DLL writes one debug data file, scratch_f.txt. This is an ASCI text file that echo's the input and output arrays and prints out check points during the DLL execution that can be used to debug the input/output operations.
Defaults
There are no defaults. The INPAGF_Launcher DLL must receive the entire in( ) array or it will not run.
Errors
General error detection is not provided with the DLL. Table 5 lists common error messages generated by the DLL and the GoldSim.exe and some possible causes. Table 2 ) is required for the successful execution of the DLL.
INSTALLATION AND TEST CASES
Installation
Before installing the INPAGF_Launcher software, the user must ensure that a Windows operating system is installed on the target platform (see Section 2.8 Hardware/Software Specifications). The INPAGF_Launcher software is installed by placing a copy of the software on the hard-drive of a computer. The installation and test cases described herein assume that GoldSim™ (e.g. GoldSim™ Version 9.21 or later) is installed on the target machine. In addition, at least one version of INPAG-F (listed in Table 2 ) must be installed in the local directory to which the DLL and test cases are executed.
Test Cases
A test case is provided in Appendix A. Following the steps listed in Table 6 will provide evidence that the DLL is operating correctly once installed and that the functional requirements are satisfied. The test looks at the normal or expected operation of the DLL and has been developed to show a comparison of the resulting tables. (Mattie and Kalinich, 2007) to a single GoldSim.exe model file and execute both in series. The INPAG-N code is used to simulation source term and near field transport and the INPAG-F code is used to simulation far field transport. They were created to work in series and therefore it would be desirable to run a probabilistic simulation using both codes. Sandia National has over 30 years experience in assessing radioactive waste disposal and at the time of this publication is providing assistance internationally in a number of areas relevant to the safety assessment of radioactive waste disposal systems.
SUMMARY
The SNL developed software enables INER to perform probabilistic simulations for safety analysis and performance assessment of geologic disposal of commercial spent nuclear fuel. The report guides a user through the steps necessary to use the software and presents a successful test case demonstrating the paradigm of coupling deterministic codes to a contemporary probabilistic software application. The effort was the result of a cooperative technology transfer project between Sandia National Laboratories and the Institute of Nuclear Energy Research (INER) in Taiwan for the preliminary assessment of a potential SNF waste repository in Taiwan. However, this software package can be easily modified to model site specific conditions for assessments of other potential radioactive waste repositories.
